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	The Handbook of Mathematical Methods in Imaging provides a comprehensive treatment of the mathematical techniques used in imaging science. The material is grouped into two central themes, namely, Inverse Problems (Algorithmic Reconstruction) and Signal and Image Processing. Each section within the themes covers applications (modeling), mathematics, numerical methods (using a case example) and open questions. Written by experts in the area, the presentation is mathematically rigorous. The entries are cross-referenced for easy navigation through connected topics. Available in both print and electronic forms, the handbook is enhanced by more than 150 illustrations and an extended bibliography.


	It will benefit students, scientists and researchers in applied mathematics. Engineers and computer scientists working in imaging will also find this handbook useful.
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Applications of Nonverbal CommunicationLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2005
Each and every day, in every social interaction, we communicate our feelings, attitudes, thoughts, and concerns nonverbally. Nonverbal communication is used to convey power and status, it is used to express love and intimacy, it is used to communicate agreement, to establish rapport, and to regulate the flow of communication. Nonverbal...
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV 7 Programming CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn to customize, integrate and administer NAV 7 using practical, hands-on recipes


	Overview

	
		Integrate NAV with external applications, using the C/AL or SQL server
	
		Develop .NET code to extend NAV programming possibilities
	
		Administer the Microsoft NAV 7 server and...
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Oracle ADF Real World Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Oracle ADF is a powerful Java application framework for building next generation enterprise applications. Oracle ADF in combination with JDeveloper IDE offers visual and declarative approaches to enterprise application development. This

	book will teach you to build scalable, rich enterprise applications by using the

	ADF Framework, with...
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Beginning JavaScriptWrox Press, 2015

	The bestselling JavaScript guide, updated with current features and best practices


	Beginning JavaScript 5th Edition shows you how to work effectively with JavaScript frameworks, functions, and modern browsers, and teaches more effective coding practices using HTML5. This new edition has been extensively updated...
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Minimum Reinforcement in Concrete Members (European Structural Integrity Society)Elsevier Limited, 1999
Hardbound. The ESIS-Technical Committee 9 on Concrete was established in 1990 and has met seven times. A proposal was put to European and extra-European laboratories entitled "Scale effects and transitional failure phenomena of reinforced concrete beams in flexure" which lead to several positive responses.
The central topic discussed...
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Major Problems in American History, Volume II: Since 1865 (Major Problems in American History Series)Wadsworth Publishing, 2011

	Designed to encourage critical thinking about history, the MAJOR PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN HISTORY series introduces readers to both primary sources and analytical essays on important topics in U.S. history. This collection serves as a primary anthology for introductory U.S. history, covering the subject's entire chronological span....
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